This is a display that fuses ideas
from both traditional and
contemporary

TO SUIT

ALL TASTES

How McCarron & Co can create the kitchen not
only of your dreams, but one that will complement
your surroundings perfectly
Words MARK KEBBLE

T

he kitchen designs from British
furniture makers McCarron &
Co showcase the company’s
ability to balance contemporary
with classic and traditional styles,
drawing on a broad palette of materials
and working within architectural
environments from period houses to
new-build city apartments. Today there is
certainly the need for clients to achieve
more from their living spaces, in
particular the communal core that is the
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kitchen, and McCarron & Co have
worked on the design evolution of this
space, which is all manufactured at their
workshop in Wiltshire.
The classic look is certainly one
kitchen design that is much in demand.
The Hampton style furniture by
McCarron & Co is deliberately modest
and unshowy, allowing period
architectural features to keep a little of
the limelight. McCarron & Co worked
very closely with the home-owner of a

Victorian stable-block conversion to
create a family-friendly kitchen that was
both practical and stylish (pictured top
right). With this L-shaped kitchen the
designer divided it into separate zoned
areas for living, cooking and dining to
create a space for the whole family to
enjoy. This was to ensure that the kitchen
was not only stylish and elegant, but was
practical and functioned well for the
entire family. The highly adaptable
Hampton range works equally well in

interiors
Natural materials give a classic
finish to this Hampton-style kitchen,
painted in Wiltshire white

COOL
DOWN
As well as stunning kitchen
designs, McCarron & Co are also
responsible for the creation of
fabulous wine cabinets. This design is
a cocktail of Art Deco glamour, with
rich timbers inlaid with polished
stainless steel. Tempting,
we know.

Modena’s shallow recess exploits
the strong natural lights to create a
shadow that deliberately accentuates
the frame within the frame

urban and country settings, providing
understated glamour with plenty of
usable surface areas and practical
storage.
Presenting clean lines and the honest
use of materials, the look is one of
seamless, paired back elegance for the
Modena range, another popular style by
McCarron & Co. The brief for the
project pictured above was to design a
functional kitchen suitable for a chef to
use, with space for a breakfast bar, whilst

making the most of the available light in
this Victorian terrace in London. What
was appealing for the client was the
distinct angled frame design of the
Modena range, with its square door
inserts and spear handles, which provides
contemporary yet classic styling without
being too minimal. In order to add
contrast to the design the client chose a
combination of grey painted cabinetry
with dark stained walnut, adding
character to the kitchen.

The Modena kitchen combines classic
and contemporary design to bring
together a kitchen that flows beautifully
to provide a sociable living and
entertaining space.
The simple consistency of the
Contemporary furniture from McCarron
& Co, pictured top left, has been
delivered through the colour matching of
the furniture with the Corian countertops
and reducing all tolerances to the
minimum possible. The result is a clean
and calm space with clever practical
solutions. Whilst this furniture provides a
contemporary exterior, it is built on
classical principles such as veneered
carcases and solid wood dove tail drawer
boxes – which delights and surprises
their clients, but allows McCarron & Co
to be true to their ethos of redefining
bespoke.
mccarronandco.com
Chelsea Showroom: 020 7584 5736
Notting Hill Showroom: 020 7243 2315
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